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Abstract— While network-wide anomaly analysis has been well
studied, the on-line detection of network traffic anomalies at a
vantage point inside the Internet still poses quite a challenge to
network administrators. In this paper, we develop a behavioral
distance based anomaly detection mechanism with the capability
of performing on-line traffic analysis. To construct accurate online traffic profiles, we introduce horizontal and vertical distance
metrics between various traffic features (i.e., packet header fields)
in the traffic data streams. The significant advantages of the
proposed approach lie in four aspects: (1) it is efficient and simple
enough to process on-line traffic data; (2) it facilitates protocol
behavioral analysis without maintaining per-flow state; (3) it is
scalable to high speed traffic links because of the aggregation, and
(4) using various combinations of packet features and measuring
distances between them, it is capable for accurate on-line anomaly
detection. We validate the efficacy of our proposed detection
system by using network traffic traces collected at Abilene and
MAWI high-speed links.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In an effort to run networks smoothly and efficiently,
the network operators are regularly confronted with traffic
anomalies. Some of the anomalies are innocuous in nature
such as network equipment outages or flash crowd events,
whereas others are malicious in nature (e.g., DoS attacks,
worms, port scans etc.). Nevertheless, both types of anomalies
need to be accurately detected, accurately and preferably in
real-time. In the past few years, we have witnessed a rich
research in network-wide anomaly detection [12], [15], [20],
[28] and a shift from simple volume-based analysis to traffic
feature (i.e. packet headers) distribution analysis [13], [25],
[29]. The traffic feature distributions provide an approach to
conducting fine-grained network traffic analysis [12]. In these
works, traffic matrix is used to describe statistical behaviors,
entropy is used to reveal the changes in distributional aspect of
the traffic features [12], [14], and PCA (principal Component
Analysis) is used to perform network-wide anomaly analysis
on input links and random aggregation. However, most of
these network-wide anomaly detection and machine-learning
approaches are performed offline. Data analysis and mining
are performed after the fact and on the repository data. Online anomaly detection at the backbone links or high-speed
network vantage points is a challenge, mainly due to the link
speed and diversity of the Internet traffic.
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Detections of network traffic anomalies at high-speed links
require traffic aggregation and profiling. The aggregation
makes it feasible to compute traffic statistics in high-speed
links. However, it is difficult to construct an accurate profile of
normal traffic behaviors. The use of aggregation also suffers
from behavioral aliasing and spoofing problems, as pointed
out by Kompella et al. [10]. The behavioral aliasing problem
occurs when an aggregation of bad behavior looks like a
good behavior. The spoofing problem is caused by attackers
flooding traffic with bogus spoofed IP addresses and port
numbers. These spoofed packets could make an aggregated
traffic behavior seemingly benign.
In this paper, we develop a behavioral distance based
anomaly detection mechanism, with the capability of performing online traffic analysis, to meet the challenges mentioned
above. For the construction of accurate online traffic profiles,
we introduce horizontal and vertical distance metrics between
various traffic features (i.e., packet header fields) in the traffic
data streams. The horizontal distance measures the variability
of a particular traffic feature distribution, one at a time. Meanwhile, we can group a number of traffic features together, and
the vertical distance measures the variability in terms of traffic
groups. The number of false positives and negatives due to
behavioral aliasing can be significantly reduced by correlating
horizontal and vertical distances measured from the various
combinations of traffic features. The vertical distance metric
also helps to mitigate the spoofing problem. The measurement
of behavioral distance between traffic features is based on the
Hellinger distance, an information theoretic approach which
computes the variability between two probability measures independent of parameters. Moreover, to captures the essence of
the dynamics of network traffic, a moving window mechanism
is applied in the construction of normal traffic profile. We
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach for online network anomaly detection, based on real Internet traces
collected at different high-speed backbone links including
Abilene and MAWI.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II surveys related work. Section III presents the relatively
stable nature of network traffic attributes. Section IV briefly
describes the basic approach of our detection scheme, including Hellinger distance. Section V details the anomaly detection
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methodology, including the design of distance metrics. Section VI evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
Some issues with our approach are discussed in Section VII
and finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
High-speed network monitoring exposes the detection device to a large number of flows. Intrusion detection systems
Snort [21] and Bro [24] maintain per flow state and match
packets to a pre-defined set of rules, making them unscalable
to high-speed links. To speed up rule matching, some vendors
(such as NetScreen [17] and Fortinet [8]) have implemented
detection rules in hardware. The rule matching approaches for
anomaly detection are unable to detect unknown anomalies.
Statistical approaches can detect unseen anomalies in the
traffic streams where most of the statistical anomaly detection
mechanisms are based on the variations of change detection
methods. In Holt Winter forecasting model [3], the history of
the network traffic is used to predict the future traffic rate. An
alarm is raised if the current traffic deviates too much from
the future prediction. Similarly, Barford et al. [1]’s wavelet
analysis and Wang et al. [26]’s non-parametric cumulative
sum (CUSUM) method are used to study the variance of
the network traffic. These detection mechanisms can typically
handle a relatively small number of time series.
A variety of statistical anomaly detection techniques including PCA and entropy have demonstrated the accuracy and efficiency in detecting network-wide anomalies [12], [15], [20],
[28]. These techniques detect anomalies in the traffic matrix
time series. In other words, the time series of traffic between
each pair of origin and destination routers in the Internet. The
rationale behind using PCA for network-wide anomaly detection is that network traffic has low intrinsic dimensionality,
and PCA works well by analyzing the origin-destination flow
aggregation and entropy time series of traffic features. The
entropy-based approaches rely on entropy or relative entropy
to measure the degree of dispersal or concentration of a
traffic feature distribution. Lakhina et al. [12] used entropy
and subspace methods to mine traffic anomalies from network
wide traffic data repositories. Gu et al. [9] used maximum and
relative entropy to develop a behavior-based anomaly detection
method. In Gu et al.’s approach, the maximum entropy-based
baseline distribution is constructed from pre-labeled training
data, but how this baseline is adapting itself to the dynamics
of network traffic remains unclear.
Computing real-time statistics at a high-speed link suffers
from the vast amount of data. Duffield et al. [6] showed
that even packet sampling is not scalable, especially after
aggregation. There can be up to 264 flows defined by only
considering source and destination IP addresses [22]. Recently,
Cormode et al. [4]’s deltoids and Krishnamurthy et al. [11]’s
k-ary sketch methods have been proposed for heavy change
detection in high speed traffic. The deltoid expands k-ary
sketch with multiple counters for each bucket in the hash
tables. The reverse hashing method further improves sketchbased change detection, which is more efficient and can infer
the keys of culprit flows [22].
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The work done by Xu et al. [27] is closest to our work,
in which traffic behavior profiling is conducted in real-time.
However, compared to their approach of using flows (based
on the 5-tuple of protocol, srcIP, destIP, srcPort, destPort)
to do traffic analysis, we take a reverse approach. To avoid
the memory intensive flow-based analysis, we consider these
attributes as individual entities. The traffic data is partitioned
into separate groups based on the selected attributes. Then,
using statistical analysis, we endeavor to establish relationship
among these groups.
III. NATURE OF T RAFFIC F EATURES
We conduct extensive statistical analysis to profile the
normal behaviors of backbone network traffic, based on the
three traces collected from various Internet backbone (highspeed) links. The first trace is collected at Atlanta (inbound
traffic) from an Abilene OC48c backbone link, which connects
Atlanta to Indianapolis. The trace consists of 8 samples of 90
seconds each, taken on the same day of June 18, 2004 [19].
The second trace is also an OC48c Packet-over-SONET data
set, collected at the Indianapolis CISCO GSR 12015 router
node on May, 2002 [18]. This backbone trace is a two-hour
contiguous outbound traffic collection (towards Cleveland).
Finally, the third and fourth trace is from a public domain
MAWI network traffic archive of the WIDE project [16]. It is
contiguous 6 and 2 hours worth of traffic collected from the
trans-Pacific link (between US and Japan) on September 22,
2005 and on January 10, 2007 respectively.
The observed nature of network traffic is dynamic and
diverse, the volume and its composition varies with the change
of time and day. The typical traffic composition consists of
 80 − 90% of TCP packets,  7 − 10% of UDP packets
and the remainder is of ICMP and Others (a heterogeneous
group of protocols such as GRE, RSVP, OSPF, IGMP, PIM
etc.) as shown in Figure 1 for (Indianapolis → Cleveland) link.
From this diverse traffic mix, we selected some of the packet
header fields to study its distributional aspect. The selected
packet headers are defined as traffic features in this paper.
Lakhina et al. [12] observed that under traffic anomalies, for
example, worm propagation, DoS attack towards a particular
victim, there will be detectable and disproportional changes

on the distributional aspect of these chosen traffic features.
Our premise of network traffic anomalies detection is also
based on the distributional aspect of traffic features and any
changes thereof, reveals a considerable large set of anomalies.
However, our problem domain is quite different. Instead of
analyzing the repository data for discovering anomalies, our
proposed scheme aims to detect any distributional changes in
high-speed link’s traffic features at real-time.
The online study of traffic feature’s distribution at a highspeed link is a difficult task, mainly due to vast amount
of data and limited computational resources. To overcome
both of these problems, our approach introduces the following
techniques: (1) The network traffic features are aggregated at a
very coarse level. There is no per-flow state maintenance and
we even do not attempt to relate source IP addresses with its
corresponding destination IP addresses. (2) The variations of
traffic feature distributions are measured using computationally simple and efficient Hellinger distance. (3) To reduce the
memory requirement for traffic feature collection, we use hash
tables that only consume a limited number of keys.
To reveal the inherent nature of traffic feature distributions,
we parse all the traces and classified them into four broad
categories ICMP, UDP, TCP, and “Others”, depending upon
protocol-type values. From the packet headers, we extracted
IP addresses and port numbers over a ten-second time window.
Figures 2 (a.), (b.), (c.) and (d.) plot the time-varying distributions for distinct IP addresses and port numbers observed
in the backbone traffic streams. Figure 2 shows that compared
to the unpredictability of volume metric such as the number
of packets, byte counts etc., the distributions of distinct IP
addresses and port numbers are relatively stable with time. For
example, an OC48c (Indianapolis → Cleveland) link carrying
 0.8 million packets within a ten-second time window
requiring only  6 − 12K key entries in the hash table for
a particular traffic feature’s data collection. We also observe
that compared to source IP addresses and destination port
numbers, the destination IP addresses and source port numbers
fluctuate, but still remains bounded. A plausible reason for
this behavior could be explained as these links aggregate the
traffic originated from hosts behind the NAT boxes. Further,
in the case of MAWI trans-Pacific trace as shown in Figure 2
(c.), we observe some interesting large spikes in an otherwise
stable distribution of traffic features. These spikes are caused
by traffic anomalies, which are further discussed as a part of
performance analysis in Section VI.
Overall, we observe that some traffic features (such as
distinct source, destination IP addresses and distinct source,
destination port numbers) are relatively stable with time. At
any instant of time, these features hold an intrinsic correlation among themselves. Given any two different instants of
time and the associated feature distributions, we can measure
(quantify) the observable similarity of the features for these
two instants. This similarity measure provides a unique way to
compare an unknown observed traffic behavior with the known
legitimate (i.e., normal) traffic behavior. Depending upon the
value of the similarity measure, we can classify the observed
traffic as either normal or an instance of an attack.

IV. T HE BASIC A PPROACH
There are two working phases in our anomaly detection
scheme: training period and testing period. During the training
period, we assume that traffic is devoid of any attack and the
characterization of traffic features acts as a normal profile.
During the testing period, we detect traffic anomalies. Our
scheme depends upon two key issues, first, capturing traffic
features during the training and testing period and secondly,
finding a way to measure the similarity (or dissimilarity)
between these traffic features captured in the two different
periods. The normal profile learned during the training period
is used as a reference to measure the distance between
itself and the current profile of traffic features in the testing
period. The compositional (i.e., features) distance between the
normal and current profiles can be measured using Steinhaus
(e.g., Odum or Bray-Curtis distance) similarity measure or
Hellinger distance. Our choice of Hellinger distance for an
online statistical detection mechanism is due to its desirable
properties: (1) it is based on the proportional abundance and
(2) it has the range of similarity values between 0 and 1.
Hellinger distance measures the distances between probability measures independent of their distributions, and is
closely related to the total variation distance but with several
advantages. Let P and Q be the two probability measures on
a finite event space Ω. Probability measure P on
Ω is an Ntuple (p1 , p2 , ..., pN ), which satisfies pα ≥ 0 and α pα = 1.
Similarly, Q on Ω is also
 an N-tuple (q1 , q2 , ..., qN ), which
satisfies qα ≥ 0 and
α qα = 1. The Hellinger distance
between P and Q is defined as :
d2H (P, Q) =

N
1 √
√
( pα − qα )2
2 α=1

The Hellinger distance satisfies the inequality of 0 ≤ d2H ≤ 1.
The distance is 0 when P = Q, and 1 when P and Q are
disjoint.
V. D IAGNOSIS M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we demonstrate the application of Hellinger
distance to detect abnormal behaviors of network traffic based
on packet features distributions. There are basically four steps
involved from the observation of traffic stream to raising an
alarm. The first is to gather information from streaming traffic.
At a particular link, the traffic monitoring module observes
packet’s headers and collects statistics. The second step is to
quantify any variations observed in the distribution of packet
features. This is the distance measurement process, where the
profiles of packet features are compared and their similarity (or
dissimilarity) is given a numerical value between 0 and 1. The
third step is to set a threshold of measured distances that can
clearly differentiate network anomalies from normal behaviors.
Finally, the fourth step is to gather all the information and
classify the attack alerts with the possibility of identifying
the source causing changes. Now we describe all the steps
in detail, including the architecture of the on-line detection
system and its packet feature collection mechanism.
Traffic monitoring. Figure 3 shows the traffic monitoring
module with an DAG [7] capture card, which captures every
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Behavior of Distinct IP Addresses and Port Numbers in Various Traces

packet at a particular network link. The packet attributes (such
as source/destination IP addresses and source/destination port
numbers) in the packet header are extracted and hashed to
unique values. These unique hash values of selected features
correspond to hash bins, with an initial counter value of 1.
Each time, with the arrival of a next incoming packet, if
the hashed value of its traffic feature points to an already
existing hash bin, then the traffic monitoring module just
increments the counter value otherwise creates a new hash
bin with an initial counter value of 1. The creation of hash
bins and incrementing counter values occur in each epoch. In
this paper, epochs are generally referred to as windows. Our
implementation of hash bins and counters are based on the
hash table. At the end of epoch, hash table is exported for
offline analysis.
Developing distance metrics. At the end of an epoch, the
number of hash bins and its size (i.e., counts) are collected
for each of the chosen traffic features. Now, to effectively
use this collected information, we develop a vertical and
a horizontal distance metric. The vertical metric computes
the distances across a set of selected traffic features in different periods. For example, with a set of traffic features
S = {src ip, dest ip, src port, dest port}, only the number
of hash bins (not the size of the bins) of each individual feature
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Architecture of Traffic Monitoring Module

is considered to calculate the vertical distance. More formally,
suppose hbsrc ip , hbdest ip , hbsrc port , and hbdest port are
the numbers of observed hash bins during the training period
of previous n time windows. Now, the vertical distance between src ip and dest ip (i.e., S  = {src ip, dest ip}
and S  ⊂ S) can be calculated by assuming that P is an array
of normalized frequencies of psrc ip and pdest ip collected

                      
          
           



pα = hbα /hbT otal , where α ∈ S  and hbT otal =

S


hbα .

α

During the testing period (i.e., at the (n+1)th time window), Q
is an array of normalized frequencies of qsrc ip and qdest ip .
In this (n + 1)th time window, we observe hbsrc ip and
hbdest ip hash bins.


qα = hbα /hbT otal , where α ∈ S  and hbT otal =

   
       

    
     

over n time windows.

S

α

hbα .

To calculate the vertical Hellinger distance (or simply the vertical distance) between P and Q at the end of (n+1)th sampling
period, we use d2H (P, Q). Similarly, we can also calculate the
vertical distance between src port and dest port.
The motivation behind the calculation of a vertical distance
lies in its considerable diagnostic power in detecting a large
set of anomalies. For example, many Internet worms spread
by sending random probes (i.e., towards randomly generated
destination IP addresses) from an infected computer in an
attempt to infect other vulnerable computers. Similarly, in
the case of distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks or
during the flash crowd events, many hosts send traffic towards
a particular host. In all these and similar cases, traffic will
demonstrate a dispersed distribution for source (or destination)
IP addresses. Port scanning is a popular method for searching
open doors through which intruders gain access to computers.
An intruder may use vertical (scanning several ports on a
single host) scan, horizontal (a particular port is scanned
over several hosts) scan, or block (hybrid of vertical and
horizontal) scans. In port scanning attacks, destination port
numbers or destination IP addresses will show a dispersed
distribution. The vertical distances calculated from hash bins
across IP addresses or port numbers can accurately capture
the dispersion of traffic features, and indicate the occurrence
of such attacks mentioned above.
In contrast to the vertical distance, the calculation of a
horizontal distance involves only one traffic feature at a time
and also takes both hash bins and their size distributions
into consideration. Consequently, there will be two horizontal
distances for each chosen traffic feature, representing its hash
bin’s and its size distributional variation with time, respectively. For example, suppose we have chosen a traffic feature
α ∈ S, where α = {ni , i = 1, ..., N }, meaning that feature α
contains N bins and ith bin’s size is n. Assume that P is an
array of normalized
frequencies of bin’s size distribution (i.e.,
N
pi = ni / i=1 ni ) collected over the previous n windows
data set. During the testing period, i.e., at the (n + 1)th time
window, Q is an array of normalized frequencies of  the same
N
feature’s bin size distribution (i.e., qi = ni / i=1 ni , i =
1, ....., N  ). Note that in both adjacent training and testing
periods, the number of bins and bin size distribution may
differ (e.g., ni = ni and N = N  ). The Hellinger distance
between P and Q at the end of (n + 1)th sampling period can
be calculated using d2H (P, Q).
In the previous example, we compute the horizontal distance
for a chosen traffic feature α, using the bin’s size distribution.
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Behavioral Distance Calculation

We can also calculate another horizontal distance for the same
traffic feature α using only the hash bin’s distribution (not its
size). In this case, P is an array of normalized frequencies of
the hash bin’s distribution (i.e., pi = 1/N , i = 1,...,N) in n
time windows and Q is an array of normalized frequencies
(i.e., qi = 1/N  , i = 1,...,N  ) in the (n + 1)th time window.
As shown in Figure 4, the horizontal distance HDα consists
of three components. The diagnostic power of horizontal
distances in detecting anomalies is mainly attributed to the
contributions of components 2 and 3. At the end of (n + 1)th
time window, component 2 measures how a bin of feature α
deviates (or is similar) from that of the previous n windows.
For example, if feature α is source IP address and a particular host launches a flooding attack in the (n + 1)th time
window compared to previous n windows, then we observe a
sudden jump in the overall distance due to the contribution of
component 2. Similarly, if feature α is destination IP address
and that particular address receives a large number of packets
in the (n + 1)th time window, then possibly this host is a
victim of DDoS attack. There will be a significant impact
on component 2 and consequently, on the overall distance.
Component 3 measures the deviation due to the generation of
new bins of a particular traffic feature α. Under DDoS attacks
or probing of Internet worms, the contribution of component 3
will be significant and will be reflected in the overall Hellinger
distance.
Traffic features distance measurement. In the following
examples, we choose
 N unique
 traffic attributes, which satisfy
pα , qα ≥ 0 and α pα = 1, α qα = 1. In the case of vertical
distance calculations, α represents a traffic feature in the set of
N selected traffic features. Whereas, in the case of horizontal
distance calculations, α is a hash bin out of N members of
a particular traffic feature. Probability measure P is defined
over the training data set and probability measure Q is defined
over the testing data set. Either P or Q is hypothesized to be
an array of normalized frequencies of all N attributes. The
training data set is collected over n sampling periods with
duration t each. This training data set acts as a base for
comparison with the data set collected in the testing (i.e., n +
1th ) period.
Using the Hellinger distance approach, we measure the
similarity between these two data sets. If the measured distance
exceeds a threshold, then an alarm is raised to network
administrators. If the distance is below the threshold, then the
testing data set is included into the previous (n − 1) sampled
traffic data to derive a new training data set. This moving
window mechanism helps the training data set to adapt with
the dynamics of network traffic. In our detection scheme, we
set the sampling period to 10 seconds to achieve high detection
resolution and relatively low CPU and memory overhead. A

σ2
, f or any t > 0.
t2
Therefore, we can define a band of μ ± 2 ∗ σ as a normal
region, where the proportion of observed distances falling in
the region is at least 75%. Beyond this normal region, the
observed distances are anomalous and assigned a severity
level depending upon its distance from the normal region.
For example, a low severity level can be assigned to those
distances which fall within the regions μ + 2σ < d < μ + 3σ
or μ − 3σ < d < μ − 2σ and high severity for those distances
where d > μ + 3σ or d < μ − 3σ.
P (|X − μ| ≥ t) ≤

VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
To evaluate the effectiveness and performance of the proposed behavioral distance based anomaly detection mechanism, implemented a software prototype that measures the
horizontal and vertical distances of selected traffic features
and have tested it with real world traffic traces [16], [19]. The
prototype parses traffic traces, extracts header field values and
collects the traffic feature data in a hash table to be used for
distance calculation. The effectiveness of Hellinger distance
and the associated distance metrics is evaluated in terms of its
ability to detect and classify network anomalies.
Performance of vertical distance metric. In the Internet,
most of the protocols are unicast in nature, packets are send
to a particular host at a time. Our intention of measuring a
vertical distances between IP addresses and also between port
numbers is to see how closely a traffic stream in a link follows
a unicast nature of the traffic. A naive obvious approach
is to maintain a relationship between source and destination
addresses and observe its behavior. Instead of maintaining such
a large number of flows and its prohibitive state maintenance
cost, the vertical distance works on the aggregation of distinct
IP addresses and port numbers.
In the following example, we choose distinct IP addresses
and port numbers as our four traffic features. For the trace
obtained from MAWI trans-Pacific link between USA and
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longer training period provides more accurate (i.e. Hellinger
distance) anomaly detection during the testing period, whereas
a shorter training period adapts to the dynamics of network
traffic more quickly. To avoid the high cost of maintaining
large Hash tables and to balance the accuracy and responsiveness, we initially set the training period to 10 seconds (i.e.
n = 1 sample) in all of the traces while n is a reconfigurable
parameter.
Detection threshold setup. Based on Hellinger distance,
we can profile the normal network traffic behaviors. Now our
goal is to seek a threshold of measured distances that can
clearly differentiate network anomalies from normal behaviors.
During the testing period, once the measured distance is higher
than the threshold distance, we will raise an attack alert. The
measured distances during the training period are used to
compute mean μ and variance σ 2 . Given these two parameters,
our task is to determine the validity of the observed distance
d in the testing period. Let us assume, the measured distance
X be a random variable with mean E(X) = μ and variance
σ 2 = var(X). Then, the Chebyshev inequality states that :
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Japan [16], we measured two vertical distances as shown in
Figure 5. Throughout the six hours duration, both vertical
distances show remarkable similarity except for few spikes.
These exceptional distance values represent magnitude of the
traffic feature’s distributional variations taken as an aggregate.
From the Figure 5, we picked sample snapshots of time where
spikes are observed. At times C, F and G, it can be observed
that there are spikes in IP addresses vertical distance but at
the corresponding times in ports vertical distance there are no
spikes. This observation has two implications, first, either one
source is trying to reach many destinations (i.e., multicasting)
or secondly, many hosts are sending packets to one particular
host (i.e., clients are accessing a server). It should also be noted
that the second case may ultimately leads to flash crowd event
or a DDoS attack towards a particular victim. At times A, B
and H, both IP addresses and port numbers are showing spikes
in their vertical distances. It means that one feature in each of
the features set (i.e. address and ports set) is diverging. Finally,
at times D, E and I, there are spikes in ports vertical distance
but IP addresses do not show any corresponding spike. The
plausible reason for this behavior could be that at this point
of time either source ports or destination ports are diverging.
A particular address is either receiving or sending packets at
many of its ports, such as in ports scan.
The vertical distance measurements provide a first hand
information about distributional changes in the chosen traffic
features, but does not classify attacks. Its main shortcomings
are:
• Vertical distance measurement cannot tell which traffic
feature in a chosen set is varying and that information
is important in deriving a real cause of the anomalous
behavior.
• It cannot detect any anomaly that arise solely due to
traffic feature’s size. For example, in a particular flow, if a
source suddenly starts sending a large number of packets
then this anomalous behavior remains undetected.
The traffic feature’s horizontal distance overcomes these
shortcomings of vertical distances and allows fine-grained
analysis and classification of anomalous behaviors.
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Performance of horizontal distance metric. As discussed
in section V, the calculation of horizontal distances involves
feature’s hash bins and its size distributions. In this example, to

calculate horizontal distances, we take the same traffic trace as
in the previous example. The horizontal distance’s component
2 measures any variations in the existing flows and the effect

Bin’s Size Distribution : Source and Destination Ports
0.2
0.15
Destination

0.1

Hellinger Distance (HD)

of new arrivals. The Component 3 measures effect of new
connections (arrivals) in an observation period. The horizontal
distance based on bin’s distribution (i.e., distinct instances of
a traffic feature) is sensitive to traffic feature’s variations and
provides a microscopic view of feature’s behavior. Whereas, a
horizontal distance based on bin’s size distribution provides a
macroscopic view. It considers overall traffic size and feature’s
proportional abundance in the traffic data.
Figure 6 plots horizontal Hellinger distance for bin’s distribution in (a.) and bin’s size distribution in (b.). Throughout
the six hours duration, we observed few abnormal behaviors
represented as small spikes in Figure 6 (b.). The time of
occurrence of these spikes are numbered from 1 to 7. Instead
of depending upon a fixed threshold value to raise an alarm, we
use components 2 and 3 of the horizontal distance to do the
fine-grained analysis. By correlating component’s distances,
we can find the cause of anomalous behavior and the spikes
observed in Figure 6. This correlation-based analysis reduces
the number of false alarms. Figure 7 plots horizontal components for bin’s and bin’s size distributions.
The manual correlation of spikes observed in various component plots are presented in Table I. In the table, column’s
entry of “Yes” or “No” represents whether a spike is observed
or not. Based on these entries, we derive our conclusions which
are later verified with the trace also. Out of 7 spikes selected
for analysis, we conclude that except the spike at time stamp
3, others are examples of anomalous behavior.
Detection of Sapphire or Slammer worm. The Sapphire
Worm was the fastest spreading computer worm, at its peak
that performed nearly 55 millions scans per second. Many individual sites’ bandwidth was saturated with worm copies and
there were several reports of Internet backbone disruptions.
Sapphire exploited a buffer overflow vulnerability of the computers running Microsoft’s SQL servers or Desktop Engines.
Once a machine is compromised, the worm propagated by
crafting UDP packets and sending them to randomly chosen IP
addresses on port number 1434. The Slammer worm infected
trace was collected at an OC-3 link connecting Colorodo State
University to the Front Range GigaPoP (FRGP) [19]. The trace
consists of 8 samples of 90 seconds each, representing the
whole day of January 25, 2003, the period overlapping with
the onset of Slammer worm.
Figure 8 shows the graphs of horizontal distances of selected traffic features such as src ip, dest ip, src port and
dest port. The bin’s size distribution of each traffic feature is
used to calculate the horizontal distances. Figure 8 shows that
the traffic samples 3 to 6 are infested with worm packets. The
distance between port numbers dips and the distance between
destination IP addresses shows a remarkable jump and remains
at a high value of 0.8. This clearly explains the onslaught of
worm propagation. Because the Sapphire worm used a fixed
destination port, it decreases the variability of the destination
port number in the traffic. Therefore, the Horizontal distance
value for the port number decreases during the propagation of
the worm traffic. At the same time, most of the worm packets
in the traffic trace have different destination IP addresses.
Such a divergence of destination IP addresses results in a high
dissimilarity value.
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VII. I SSUES W ITH O UR A PPROACH
Our analysis shows that Hellinger distance-based anomaly
detection scheme can detect subtle behavioral changes in the
traffic features. We now address some of the questions that
may arise regarding its capability and detection circumvention.
A1. Because, the profile adapts during the operational
phase, it is possible for a sophisticated attacker to gradually
train the profile into accepting attacks as normal behavior. Our
profile model is capable of detecting low rate attacks that occur
for a longer duration of time. In the network anomaly detection
phase, we compared previous n windows with the current
(n + 1)th window. However, low rate attack detection requires
the very first window of the training period to be compared
with the remaining (n + 1) windows. This reverse comparison
will make the Hellinger distance to keep on growing for the
next n windows and after the low rate attack is fully absorbed
in the training profile then the distance suddenly drops. This
peculiar behavior of distance distribution identifies low rate
attacks within n windows time frame.
A2. After detecting an abnormal behavior, how do we
identify the culprit flows? This is basically a problem of
finding keys in two hash tables, whose values contribute most
towards the Hellinger distance measurement.
A3.Theory vs. Practice - Space Efficient Data Structure.
In our experiments, we used hash table (and hash function)
provided by SUN Java library. However, considering the load
factor and collision, the construction of hash table containing
digests of packet features is a challenging job. We need
to adopt a space efficient data structure known as Bloom
filters [2] for implementing digest tables. Previously, it has
been shown that hardware-based Bloom filter (implemented
in Field Programmable Gate Array) digest tables are scalable
to multi-Gigabit per sec. network links [5], [23].
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Online detection of network traffic anomalies at high speed
links is a challenging task. This paper provides a practical
answer to this challenge by showing that (1) real-time network
traffic anomaly detection can be made scalable to high speed
links; and (2) effective traffic anomaly detection can be built
without maintaining per-flow state information. Based on
Hellinger distance, we developed a two-dimensional distance

TABLE I
F INE - GRAINED A NALYSIS OF T RAFFIC A NOMALIES

Bin’s Distribution
Component 2
Time
Stamp 1

Time
Stamp 2

Time
Stamp 3

Time
Stamps
4,5 and 7

Time
Stamp 6

Bin’s Size Distribution

Component 3

Component 2

SIP

DIP

SPort

DPort

SIP

DIP

SPort

DPort

SIP

DIP

SPort

DPort

SIP

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Component 3
DIP
SPort
DPort
No

No

No

Conclusion : In this time period, there is a sudden surge of packet arrivals where packet’s source IP addresses are new
(i.e. not seen in the training period) and destination IP addresses are old (i.e. already exist in the training period). It can
also be observed that this sudden surge of packets is in between few source and destination IP addresses. There is no
effect on the distribution of source and destination port numbers.
Verification : In this time period, two sources have send 8365 ICMP packets to one particular destination.
No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Conclusion : In this time period, there is a sudden surge of packet arrivals that use quite a few new source IP addresses
and many new destination IP addresses. There are many new source port numbers, while the destination port numbers are
quite few and old (i.e., already exist in the training period). This could be an example of horizontal port scan attack.
Verification : This is an example of Messenger Spam, where a particular source has sent 13637 UDP packets to 11214
distinct destination IP addresses using various source port numbers and only two 1026/1027 destination port numbers.
Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Conclusion : These are small bursts of flows with an interesting property. The destination ports of the packets are almost
concentrating to few particular port numbers. In the traffic there is a considerable amount of packets with the same source
IP address and port numbers.
Verification : This is an example of BitTorrent P2P application.
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Conclusion : In this time period, there is a sudden surge of packet arrivals where packet’s source and destination IP
addresses are new (i.e., not seen in the training period) and few sources send a large number of packets to many distinct
destinations. These packets have same source and destination port numbers, source ports are new and destination ports
are old.
Verification : This is an example of W32.Spybot worm, where an infected source IP address performs scans by sending
thousands of TCP packets to distinct destination IP addresses using 6000 as source and 1433 destination port numbers.
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
This example is same as above except that at this time stamp, source IP address already exists in the training period.

based anomaly detection method that captures both the intrastream and the inter-stream relationships of chosen attributes.
By maintaining running averages over multiple streams, it
provides an evolving estimate of complex inter-stream relationships with the efficiency of differential updates, and is
therefore more suitable to be used on ISPs. Our empirical
results with real Internet traffic confirm that our traffic anomaly
detection scheme is able to detect port scans, DoS attacks and
slammer worm propagation from the backbone in real-time.
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